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papers presented at the conference the political role of popular islam sufism held at
bikaner during 1 3 october 2003 this book features this is the most accessible work
in english on the greatest mystical poet of islam providing a survey of the basic
sufi and islamic doctrines concerning god and the world the role of man in the cosmos
the need for religion man s ultimate becoming the states and stations of the mystical
ascent to god and the means whereby literature employs symbols to express unseen
realities william chittick translates into english for the first time certain aspects
of rumi s work he selects and rearranges rumi s poetry and prose in order to leave
aside unnecessary complications characteristic of other english translations and to
present rumi s ideas in an orderly fashion yet in his own words thorough nontechnical
introductions to each chapter and selections that gradually present a greater variety
of terms and images make this work easily accessible to those interested in the
spirituality of any tradition as human beings we stand on the threshold between two
realities the world of material existence and the world of spiritual being the
knowing heart is the sacred place where these two dimensions meet and are integrated
in sufi teaching the human heart is not a fanciful metaphor but an objective organ of
intuition and perception it is able to perceive all that is beautiful lovely and
meaningful in life and to reflect these spiritual qualities in the world for the
benefit of others every human heart has the capacity and the destiny to bring that
world of divine reality into this world of appearances the sufis mystics of islam
have been educators of the heart for some fourteen centuries their teachings and
methods are designed to help us awaken and purify the heart to learn to listen to our
deepest knowing in the knowing heart kabir helminski presents the sufi way as a
practical spirituality suitable for all cultures and times and offers insights that
are especially valuable for our life in today s world in cultivating a knowing heart
we learn to experience a new sense of self transform our relationships and enhance
our creative capacities most important we learn how to meet the spiritual challenge
of our time to realize our sacred humanness the way of the sufi presents an
unparalleled cross section of material from sufi schools teachings and classical
writings as a basic course of sufi study its author idries shah is regarded as the
most influential modern exponent of sufi ideas his many books on the subject seek to
make some of the eastern world s greatest teachings accessible to a western audience
in this book shah begins with the outward aspects of the teaching most likely to
puzzle the student coming fresh to the subject he considers various attitudes to sufi
ideas and evidence of their absorption into medieval christianity hinduism jewish
mysticism and modern philosophical teachings the greater part of the book illuminates
aspects of sufi activity and practice relevant to the contemporary world ibn al arabi
is still known as the great sheik among the surviving sufi orders born in muslim
spain he has become famous in the west as the greatest mystical thinker of islamic
civilization he was a great philosopher theologian and poet william chittick takes a
major step toward exposing the breadth and depth of ibn al arabi s vision the book
offers his view of spiritual perfection and explains his theology ontology
epistemology hermeneutics and soteriology the clear language unencumbered by
methodological jargon makes it accessible to those familiar with other spiritual
traditions while its scholarly precision will appeal to specialists beginning with a
survey of ibn al arabi s major teachings the book gradually introduces the most
important facets of his thought devoting attention to definitions of his basic
terminology his teachings are illustrated with many translated passages introducing
readers to fascinating byways of spiritual life that would not ordinarily be
encountered in an account of a thinker s ideas ibn al arabi is allowed to describe in
detail the visionary world from which his knowledge derives and to express his
teachings in his own words more than 600 passages from his major work al futuhat al
makkivva are translated here practically for the first time these alone provide twice
the text of the fusus al hikam the exhaustive indexes make the work an invaluable
reference tool for research in sufism and islamic thought in general sufism is a path
of love with the passion and depth of feeling that belong to lovers sufi masters
through the centuries have described the soul s journey towards union with god this
collection of sayings dating from the ninth century to the present day follows the
stages of this journey allowing the masters to beckon us along this ancient path
speaking with the experience of those who have tasted the mysteries of divine love
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their words reach beyond the mind and into the heart travelling the path of love is
offered as an inspiration to all those who are drawn to follow love s call stations
of the sufi path the one hundred fields sad maydan of abdullah ansari of herat is a
key sufi text and the first in persian to address the stages or stations of the sufi
way its author abdullah ansari 396 1006 448 1056 is considered one of the greatest
and most prolific of the persian sufi scholars and his works constitute an important
contribution to the intellectual history of islam his writings address both exoteric
philosophy and esoteric understanding and range from qur an exegesis to devotional
invocations and biographies of the sufis from literature and poetry to civil morality
and ethics always emphasizing the divine law as well as the divine truth as the way
toward understanding the one hundred fields was written by a spiritual teacher to
serve as a sufi manual for guiding novices its clearly defined and detailed
descriptions of each station make this work an esoteric masterpiece almost one
thousand years old that still invites the reader on a spiritual journey of self
discovery nahid angha provides the first complete annotated translation into english
together with a full introduction it will be of interest to the specialist in sufism
as well as to the general reader book jacket sufism is more than just a faith or
religious belief adopting its teachings can change your life and make you reach a
higher level of consciousness when you truly understand sufism and embrace it it can
transform your life around the book begins by introducing the concept of sufism and
explaining in detail what it means we will then take a trip back in time to discover
its origin and history you will also learn about all the thinkers who contributed to
spreading the teaching of sufism all over the world the book also covers the
spiritual beliefs associated with sufism and the most influential figures in its
history inside this book you will learn the spirituality behind sufism teachings of
sufism pillars of sufism the wing of love and much more this wise funny and
compassionate book follows gowins apprenticeship with pir vilayat inayat khan
spiritual leader of the sufi order international until now pir vilayat s order has
not had a strong accessible introduction this book not only provides that service but
is more down to earth than most books on sufism it also has the advantage of being
universalistic the sufi way is not a religion or a component of a religion but the
heart of all religions and spiritualities gowins says because it is non dogmatic and
offers no catechisms or creeds its teachers are essential gowins emerges as a superb
teacher offering a user friendly guide to the sufi way that is at once valuable to
any seeker entering any spiritual path gowins is quick to emphasize that sufism is
not the only path or even the right path for everyone his approach is full of
engaging stories and specific practices that could be helpful in many circumstances
readers will benefit from his gentle sufi teachings of love tolerance unity and
consciousness no matter what their chosen path définit le soufisme et décrit les
différentes étapes de la voie pour atteindre la perfection sufie et les rituels qui l
accompagnent discourses on the sufi path is the complete collection of informal
heartful talks delivered by dr javad nurbakhsh to a group of his disciples several
years ago along with the collected aphorisms the meanings of numerous key sufi terms
such as sincerity love chivalry attraction and social conduct pain and cure and
master disciple are explained clearly and powerfully providing a source of guideance
and inspiration for anyone on a spiritual path several years ago dr nurbakhsh for the
first time began to deliver a series of discourses on sufism directly to a group of
his disciples in london the purpose of these speeches was to present the basic
practices and principles of sufism in such simple language and such a straightforward
manner that all sufis no matter what their background would be able to follow and
understand them discourses on the sufi path is a collection of 40 of those speeches
sufism is a rich mystical tradition that promotes an experience of life through
dealing with life and human relations a sufi is the personification of complete inner
development and is in this sense invisible to non sufis his true attainment begins
with the most profoundly mundane kind of self knowledge sufism will help readers to
first monitor their inner impulses and seek outside information from appropriate
sources the book affirms that a living form of sufism is extant moving with a current
of culture and human destiny far from the negative portrayal of islam in the news
headlines lies the spiritual path of sufism at the very heart of islam sufism focuses
on returning humanity to unity with god and is rooted in the ideas of peace love
beauty and wisdom these selections of nearly 400 short sayings from over 100 great
sufi masters covers the entire 1 400 years of the sufi tradition and will help
illuminate the spiritual traveler s return to god the material in the nature of the
sufi path consists of 70 commentaries on a book entitled sufism a short introduction
by professor william c chittick many if not most of the paragraphs that comprise the
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163 pages preface plus text of professor chittick s book contain problems errors
misleading statements and or incorrect understandings concerning islam in general and
the sufi path in particular this is both surprising and disturbing since the author
is someone who apparently enjoys a considerable reputation in north america and
perhaps elsewhere in the world as an expert on and scholar of the sufi mystical
tradition i do not claim that what i say in this book is a definitive exhaustive
incapable of being improved upon treatment of the sufi path rather my hope is that
the present book might move a person closer to the truth concerning the nature of
that path than professor chittick s aforementioned introduction to sufism does and as
such would represent an improvement over his work sufism is a journey a miraculous
one filled with hurdles yet easy for those who are born pure and those who choose it
is the choices and not always the actions as they could be deceptive sufism is the
spiritual and mystical aspect of islam the esoteric cosmos has every spiritual
blessing notion and trial in the universe of sufism the destination is being one with
the divine essence tawhid and the dear friend and leader on this path is the
spiritual guide motivation and power to accomplish comes from loving allah only as
sultan bahoo has famously said only allah everything other than allah is lust the
names allah and mohammad ism e allah zaat and ism e mohammad are sustenance which
strengthen the very soul of man after all it is the journey of soul deep respect
embedded in the heart for the family of prophet mohammad peace be upon him is like
noah s arc and the sacred companions are guiding stars the mohammadan assembly is the
determining factor declaring one worthy to embark on the quest of sufism or to demote
or worse to forever halt wolves brigands and the negative powers that drive one away
are satan innerself an nafs and the mortal world sharia is the door into this
esoteric world this journey of gnosis has its own set of guidelines these can come in
the form of inspiration unveiling waham inward conversation with hoo ھ و and ilm e
dawat communication with sacred souls of shrines this book is all and more a must
read for every spiritual traveller for online reading please visit sultan ul faqr
publications com contact 923224722766 sultanbahoo sultanularifeen sultanulashiqeen
imamhusainandyazid sufismthesoulofislam propheticwayofpurgationofinnerself
themohammadanreality thespiritualrealityofsalat thespiritualrealityoffast
thespiritualrealityofzakat thespiritualrealityofhajj
thespiritualguidesofsarwariqadriorder sultanulfaqr fakir faqr
theperfectspiritualguide thedivinerealityofismeallahzaat
purificationofinnerselfinsufism sultanulashiqeenbooks sultanmohammadnajiburrehman
shamsulfuqara shamsularifeen risalaroohisharif qurbedeedar nurulhuda kaleedultauheed
ameerulkaunain sufism haqbahoosultan bahoosultan haqbahusultan sultanbahu bahusultan
hazratsultanbahoo hazratsultanbahu sakhisultanbahoo sakhisultanbahu the origin of
sufism self criticism reflection privacy and seclusion heart hope or expectation
asceticism people follow the sufi path when they sense that islam has a deeper
dimension the resulting self purification leads to this inner dimension of islamic
rituals a deeper understanding of the divine acts and a greater knowledge and love of
him after this god draws the novice to himself with the help of a spiritual guide the
novice begins the life long journey back to god this continual process of spiritual
development along a path of the innate human poverty helplessness and powerlessness
before god is undertaken in the knowledge that everything comes from god each novice
does what is necessary to grow spiritually and god bestows the appropriate blessings
and stations the highest aim of creation and its most sublime result is belief in god
the most exalted rank of humanity is knowledge of god the most radiant happiness and
sweetest bounty for jinn and humanity is love of god contained within the knowledge
of god the purest joy for the human spirit and the purest delight for the human heart
is spiritual ecstasy contained within the love of god indeed all true happiness pure
joy sweet bounties and unclouded pleasure are contained within the knowledge and love
of god and sufism is the school where people can realise the highest aim of creation
sufism through the eyes of a legal scholar in the requirements of the sufi path the
renowned north african historian and jurist ibn khaldūn applies his analytical powers
to sufism which he deems a bona fide form of islamic piety ibn khaldūn is widely
known for his groundbreaking work as a sociologist and historian in particular for
the muqaddimah the introduction to his massive universal history in the requirements
of the sufi path he writes from the perspective of an islamic jurist and legal
scholar he characterizes sufism and the stages along the sufi path and takes up the
the question of the need for a guide along that path in doing so he relies on the
works of influential sufi scholars including al qushayrī al ghazālī and ibn al khaṭīb
even as ibn khaldūn warns of the extremes to which some sufis go including practicing
magic his work is essentially a legal opinion a fatwa asserting the inherent validity
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of the sufi path the requirements of the sufi path incorporates the wisdom of three
of sufism s greatest voices as well as ibn khaldūn s own insights acquired through
his intellectual encounters with sufism and his broad legal expertise all this he
brings to bear on the debate over sufi practices in a remarkable work of synthesis
and analysis an english only edition the first textbook of sufism is the qur an there
is no principle of tasawwuf that cannot be traced back to the holy book the sufis
read the qur an for its inner meaning but they do not claim this is the only meaning
the clear legal rulings the moral exhortations and warnings of the book are not
abrogated by the batini tafsir inner exegesis of the sufis but neither can the noble
qur an be limited to its legal and moral dimensions if all the seas were ink for the
tafsir of the qur an they would be exhausted twice over before all its meanings were
unveiled inner and outer co exist within the book depend upon each other and inform
each other in the words of the surah ha mim sajdah i will show them my signs on the
horizons and in their own souls until they are satisfied that this is the truth is it
not enough for you that i am witness over all things q 41 53 the sufi path insha
allah has the power to place one in the near presence of allah a presence which
whether or not we are always conscious of it alchemizes the heart the changes the
heart undergoes by the power of this presence have been recorded by the sufis over
many centuries and some of the operative laws behind these changes discerned and
defined this book contains only one small drop from that vast ocean of knowledge it
attempts to define a number of the spiritual states and transformations of the self
often encountered over the course of the path but as the author s own shaykh reminds
his followers in reality there is only one state allah this is simply the best and
most profound book on sufism that i have encountered andrew harvey author of the hope
a guide to sacred activism charles upton is a serious thinker from whom i have
learned much his writing merits close attention huston smith author of the world s
religions this challenging book demands all our attention and for those willing to
make the effort there is much to be learned charles upton has pondered deeply the
themes he examines he has engaged not just intellectually but with his heart in the
alchemy that transforms the self you may well keep this book at hand to be tasted
from time to time comparing the steps of this spiritual traveler to your own kabir
helminski mevlevi shaikh and sufi author charles upton is an oasis of spirituality in
a parched desert of secularism in a world desiccated by materialism greed envy and
egotism where virtues are viewed as vices and vices as virtues day and night on the
sufi path provides desperately needed access to a soul saving spiritual source well
versed in the inner and outer dimensions of islam upton exemplifies the balance
between the esoteric and the exoteric his sufism while sublime is rooted in the
realities of our time john andrew morrow author of the covenants of the prophet
muhammad with the christians of the world in day and night on the sufi path charles
upton provides us with a lucid glimpse of one of the spiritual paths to god in islam
classical sufi teachings on the soul spiritual practice states and stations and
potential dangers are discussed with eloquence and rigor in a manner that is true to
the tradition and relevant to the time we are in this work is at once philosophical
and poetic systematic and with flashes of original inspiration that can only come
from someone conversant in both the theoretical and practical dimensions of tasawwuf
it is a faithful reflection of the divine light that has captured the author s
attention and may help to illuminate the path for others zachary markwith author of
one god many prophets the universal wisdom of islam this book provides an
introduction to he ancient stream of wisdom embodied by sufism that pir vilayat was
able to impart to students around the world it is also a description always concrete
often humorous of the mystical path that philip gowins himself has pursued over the
years with many examples and exercises it shows us how we can practise the spiritual
life ourselves pir vilayat is the head of one of the mystical movements in the west
the sufi order international sufism began as the mystical wing of islam similar to
the role of kabbalah in judaism this work is not just for sufis however it is for
anyone seeking to deepen their spirituality in it readers will learn the key to
transformation moving beyond their own personal point of view to something larger the
author calls this shift thinking like the universe the one who tastes knows the one
who tastesnot knows not close the shop of argumentand open the teahouse of experience
with these words the reader is invited into the sufi tea house of experience where
sufi teacher pir netanel miles yépez offers us an elegant and accessible tour of sufi
teachings and practices for all tastes full of parables and practical examples pir
netanel tells the story of sufism and introduces us to the sufi path of love and the
sufi path of knowledge as well as sufi meditation practices and the inner life of
sufism and the struggles we sometimes encounter there whether reading about sufism
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for the first time or an experienced practitioner you will find something in the
teahouse to inform surprise and delight you an unparalleled exploration of sufism as
it is practised around the world describing meetings with today s enlightened
teachers as well as including wonderfully inspiring translations of the great sufi
masters of the past ultimately this book acts as a guide to the sufi path and offers
wise insight into the meaning and purpose of life a compelling view of sufi history
together with vivid personal remembrances of living mystics this is an inspiring and
at the same time beautifully subtle book with light filled insights on every page
saadi shakur chishti author of the sufi book of life the sufi path described in this
book leads the seeker past ordinary states of consciousness towards a new experience
of infinitude that is the source of the universe in this stage there is no duality or
otherness but instead infinitude the original oneness from which all dualities and
attributes emanate the book is at once an autobiography a didactic treatise and a
literary opus full of wonderful translations of the words of earlier sufis as well as
the author s own poetry it describes shaykh fadhlalla haeri s life quest to connect
today s world with classical times especially through his meetings with enlightened
sufis all over the globe shaykh fadhlalla haeri also addresses profound sufi
teachings concerning the nature of humankind the cosmos and god using clear and
simple language to address difficult doctrinal issues as only a master who has
digested fully such knowledge could do the book also reveals much about the present
day islamic world where despite the tragedies that are to be seen everywhere
tradition and spirituality survive this is a metaphysical and spiritual guide to the
sufi path that ultimately offers insight into the meaning and purpose of life kernel
of the kernel is an authoritative work on sufism from a shi i perspective that is not
only fascinating but also contains much practical advice in addition to providing a
theoretical discussion of spiritual wayfaring it is also the account of a personal
fifty year spiritual journey by sayyid muḥammad Ḥusayn Ṭabāṭabā ī a renowned iranian
shii scholar and spiritual master in kernel of the kernel Ṭabāṭabā ī discusses the
doctrinal foundations of spiritual wayfaring as well as processes and stages that an
aspiring wayfarer must go through in order to attain spiritual realization he
discusses the relation between the exoteric and esoteric aspects of islam and clearly
demonstrates that these inward and outward dimensions of islam complement each other
the book also provides information on the quranic origins of sufism and its special
relations with shi ism as well as the role of shi i imams in the spiritual
realization of a sincere wayfarer this book is written on sufism its way of human s
mysterious connection to god also the book focuses on need of sufism to the current
world application of sufi s path in psychophysical human life a renowned sufi shaykh
synthesizes his wisdom of the sufi path for knowing loving god specifically for the
western reader this study of sufism serves as a guide for finding your purpose acting
according to it to the sufi actions thoughts feelings spoken words all transmit
vibrational patterns which produce reactions in the universe the goal is to
understand which reactions please the creator as opposed to one s ego the sufi route
to this goal is via the heart for love is the medium of unity necessary for a
connection between a person the divine the book discusses the practices that open a
student s inner organs of perception to an expanded world of radiance which is
normally unseen the shaykh serves as the guide protector on this journey the book
clearly describes the responsibilities of both the shaykh the sufi student the
ultimate goal of the sufi path is the purification of one s heart a process known as
surrender i e the achievement of complete mastery over the selfish urgings of ones
egoistic nature intention sincerity are the springboards of the surrender process the
inner aspect which gives meaning to our outer deeds book summary of glory of freedom
sufis the people of the path vol ii ch 18 in this compilation osho talks about the
seven valleys there was a great sufi master one of the greatest in all ages he says
on the path of human growth from man to god from man the potential to man the actual
from possibility to reality there are seven valleys these seven valleys are of
immense importance try to understand them because you will have to pass through those
seven valleys everybody has to pass through those seven valleys the other seven
chapters of the book are 2 diamonds regained 3 here now this 4 earth and sky apart 5
layer upon layer 6 an eternal recurrence 7 full emptiness 8 a holiday from sanity
this collection of articles by artists philosophers psychologists and social
scientists explores the sufi tradition and its best known teacher rumi a 13th century
poet jurist and philosopher setting aside the standard account of rumi as a poet of
mystic love these contributors view his writings in a historical context
investigating sufism s ties to islam and the teachings of the prophet mohammad and
tracing rumi s influence on persian and turkish literature the reasons why sufism has
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transcended national boundaries and sectarian strife so successfully are also debated
and several contributors recommend the sufi message of faith love and tolerance as a
useful common ground for dialogue between religious groups this new anthology draws
on the rich literary and artistic heritage of the sufi tradition including the poetry
of rumi to produce a volume full of insight into spritiual identity love and the path
to self fulfillment ibn abbad of ronda 1332 1390 wrote to his friends in fez from the
small moroccan town of sale here are selections of his letters dating from 1365 to
1375 blending the lay movement of his time and the sufi traditions of his past into a
fresh spirituality an exploration of the profound sufi practice of itlak yolu
examines the three main facets of this practice zikr or breathing exercises fasting
and mental suffering shares new sufi parables the sayings of sufi master hasan lutfi
shushud and rumi s philosophy on annihilation of the self reveals how once the self
is annihilated higher levels of perception are reached in this exploration of the
profound spiritual practice of itlak yolu the sufi path of annihilation nevit ergin
examines the three main facets of this path zikr or breathing exercises fasting and
mental suffering sharing experiences and discussions with hasan lutfi shushud
renowned sufi saint and final guide of gurdjieff s disciple j g bennett the author
illustrates how suffering the searing fire of contrition is the most effective
instrument of spiritual progress for it is suffering that burns the self he explains
how faithful practice of zikr and fasting will bring on this kind of suffering when
the student is ready and will make the suffering tolerable he shows how once the self
is annihilated higher levels of perception take hold and one finds oneself on the
path to sainthood and immortality interwoven throughout with sayings by shushud sufi
parables and poems by rumi ergin shares the unique itlak perspective on the major
questions of every seeker the true nature of love and religion life and death and
other major spiritual questions the book also includes an essay on annihilation and
absence in rumi s philosophy and biographical portraits of hasan lufti shushud by
other aspirants who met with him first of its kind publication promotes a spiritual
dialogue between christian and muslims
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papers presented at the conference the political role of popular islam sufism held at
bikaner during 1 3 october 2003

Introduction to Sufism 2010

this book features

Sea Without Shore 2011

this is the most accessible work in english on the greatest mystical poet of islam
providing a survey of the basic sufi and islamic doctrines concerning god and the
world the role of man in the cosmos the need for religion man s ultimate becoming the
states and stations of the mystical ascent to god and the means whereby literature
employs symbols to express unseen realities william chittick translates into english
for the first time certain aspects of rumi s work he selects and rearranges rumi s
poetry and prose in order to leave aside unnecessary complications characteristic of
other english translations and to present rumi s ideas in an orderly fashion yet in
his own words thorough nontechnical introductions to each chapter and selections that
gradually present a greater variety of terms and images make this work easily
accessible to those interested in the spirituality of any tradition

The Sufi Path of Love 1984-06-30

as human beings we stand on the threshold between two realities the world of material
existence and the world of spiritual being the knowing heart is the sacred place
where these two dimensions meet and are integrated in sufi teaching the human heart
is not a fanciful metaphor but an objective organ of intuition and perception it is
able to perceive all that is beautiful lovely and meaningful in life and to reflect
these spiritual qualities in the world for the benefit of others every human heart
has the capacity and the destiny to bring that world of divine reality into this
world of appearances the sufis mystics of islam have been educators of the heart for
some fourteen centuries their teachings and methods are designed to help us awaken
and purify the heart to learn to listen to our deepest knowing in the knowing heart
kabir helminski presents the sufi way as a practical spirituality suitable for all
cultures and times and offers insights that are especially valuable for our life in
today s world in cultivating a knowing heart we learn to experience a new sense of
self transform our relationships and enhance our creative capacities most important
we learn how to meet the spiritual challenge of our time to realize our sacred
humanness

The Knowing Heart 2000-10-24

the way of the sufi presents an unparalleled cross section of material from sufi
schools teachings and classical writings as a basic course of sufi study its author
idries shah is regarded as the most influential modern exponent of sufi ideas his
many books on the subject seek to make some of the eastern world s greatest teachings
accessible to a western audience in this book shah begins with the outward aspects of
the teaching most likely to puzzle the student coming fresh to the subject he
considers various attitudes to sufi ideas and evidence of their absorption into
medieval christianity hinduism jewish mysticism and modern philosophical teachings
the greater part of the book illuminates aspects of sufi activity and practice
relevant to the contemporary world

The Way of the Sufi 2004

ibn al arabi is still known as the great sheik among the surviving sufi orders born
in muslim spain he has become famous in the west as the greatest mystical thinker of
islamic civilization he was a great philosopher theologian and poet william chittick
takes a major step toward exposing the breadth and depth of ibn al arabi s vision the
book offers his view of spiritual perfection and explains his theology ontology
epistemology hermeneutics and soteriology the clear language unencumbered by
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methodological jargon makes it accessible to those familiar with other spiritual
traditions while its scholarly precision will appeal to specialists beginning with a
survey of ibn al arabi s major teachings the book gradually introduces the most
important facets of his thought devoting attention to definitions of his basic
terminology his teachings are illustrated with many translated passages introducing
readers to fascinating byways of spiritual life that would not ordinarily be
encountered in an account of a thinker s ideas ibn al arabi is allowed to describe in
detail the visionary world from which his knowledge derives and to express his
teachings in his own words more than 600 passages from his major work al futuhat al
makkivva are translated here practically for the first time these alone provide twice
the text of the fusus al hikam the exhaustive indexes make the work an invaluable
reference tool for research in sufism and islamic thought in general

The Sufi Path of Knowledge 2010-03-31

sufism is a path of love with the passion and depth of feeling that belong to lovers
sufi masters through the centuries have described the soul s journey towards union
with god this collection of sayings dating from the ninth century to the present day
follows the stages of this journey allowing the masters to beckon us along this
ancient path speaking with the experience of those who have tasted the mysteries of
divine love their words reach beyond the mind and into the heart travelling the path
of love is offered as an inspiration to all those who are drawn to follow love s call

Travelling the Path of Love 1995-01-01

stations of the sufi path the one hundred fields sad maydan of abdullah ansari of
herat is a key sufi text and the first in persian to address the stages or stations
of the sufi way its author abdullah ansari 396 1006 448 1056 is considered one of the
greatest and most prolific of the persian sufi scholars and his works constitute an
important contribution to the intellectual history of islam his writings address both
exoteric philosophy and esoteric understanding and range from qur an exegesis to
devotional invocations and biographies of the sufis from literature and poetry to
civil morality and ethics always emphasizing the divine law as well as the divine
truth as the way toward understanding the one hundred fields was written by a
spiritual teacher to serve as a sufi manual for guiding novices its clearly defined
and detailed descriptions of each station make this work an esoteric masterpiece
almost one thousand years old that still invites the reader on a spiritual journey of
self discovery nahid angha provides the first complete annotated translation into
english together with a full introduction it will be of interest to the specialist in
sufism as well as to the general reader book jacket

Stations of the Sufi Path 2011-07

sufism is more than just a faith or religious belief adopting its teachings can
change your life and make you reach a higher level of consciousness when you truly
understand sufism and embrace it it can transform your life around the book begins by
introducing the concept of sufism and explaining in detail what it means we will then
take a trip back in time to discover its origin and history you will also learn about
all the thinkers who contributed to spreading the teaching of sufism all over the
world the book also covers the spiritual beliefs associated with sufism and the most
influential figures in its history inside this book you will learn the spirituality
behind sufism teachings of sufism pillars of sufism the wing of love and much more

Sufism 2012-12-19

this wise funny and compassionate book follows gowins apprenticeship with pir vilayat
inayat khan spiritual leader of the sufi order international until now pir vilayat s
order has not had a strong accessible introduction this book not only provides that
service but is more down to earth than most books on sufism it also has the advantage
of being universalistic the sufi way is not a religion or a component of a religion
but the heart of all religions and spiritualities gowins says because it is non
dogmatic and offers no catechisms or creeds its teachers are essential gowins emerges
as a superb teacher offering a user friendly guide to the sufi way that is at once
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valuable to any seeker entering any spiritual path gowins is quick to emphasize that
sufism is not the only path or even the right path for everyone his approach is full
of engaging stories and specific practices that could be helpful in many
circumstances readers will benefit from his gentle sufi teachings of love tolerance
unity and consciousness no matter what their chosen path

Practical Sufism 2003

définit le soufisme et décrit les différentes étapes de la voie pour atteindre la
perfection sufie et les rituels qui l accompagnent

The Path 1996

discourses on the sufi path is the complete collection of informal heartful talks
delivered by dr javad nurbakhsh to a group of his disciples several years ago along
with the collected aphorisms the meanings of numerous key sufi terms such as
sincerity love chivalry attraction and social conduct pain and cure and master
disciple are explained clearly and powerfully providing a source of guideance and
inspiration for anyone on a spiritual path several years ago dr nurbakhsh for the
first time began to deliver a series of discourses on sufism directly to a group of
his disciples in london the purpose of these speeches was to present the basic
practices and principles of sufism in such simple language and such a straightforward
manner that all sufis no matter what their background would be able to follow and
understand them discourses on the sufi path is a collection of 40 of those speeches

Discourses on the Sufi Path 1982

sufism is a rich mystical tradition that promotes an experience of life through
dealing with life and human relations a sufi is the personification of complete inner
development and is in this sense invisible to non sufis his true attainment begins
with the most profoundly mundane kind of self knowledge sufism will help readers to
first monitor their inner impulses and seek outside information from appropriate
sources the book affirms that a living form of sufism is extant moving with a current
of culture and human destiny

The Sufi Path of Love 1997-01-01

far from the negative portrayal of islam in the news headlines lies the spiritual
path of sufism at the very heart of islam sufism focuses on returning humanity to
unity with god and is rooted in the ideas of peace love beauty and wisdom these
selections of nearly 400 short sayings from over 100 great sufi masters covers the
entire 1 400 years of the sufi tradition and will help illuminate the spiritual
traveler s return to god

Sufism 1978

the material in the nature of the sufi path consists of 70 commentaries on a book
entitled sufism a short introduction by professor william c chittick many if not most
of the paragraphs that comprise the 163 pages preface plus text of professor chittick
s book contain problems errors misleading statements and or incorrect understandings
concerning islam in general and the sufi path in particular this is both surprising
and disturbing since the author is someone who apparently enjoys a considerable
reputation in north america and perhaps elsewhere in the world as an expert on and
scholar of the sufi mystical tradition i do not claim that what i say in this book is
a definitive exhaustive incapable of being improved upon treatment of the sufi path
rather my hope is that the present book might move a person closer to the truth
concerning the nature of that path than professor chittick s aforementioned
introduction to sufism does and as such would represent an improvement over his work

The Ṣūfī Path of Love 2015

sufism is a journey a miraculous one filled with hurdles yet easy for those who are
born pure and those who choose it is the choices and not always the actions as they
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could be deceptive sufism is the spiritual and mystical aspect of islam the esoteric
cosmos has every spiritual blessing notion and trial in the universe of sufism the
destination is being one with the divine essence tawhid and the dear friend and
leader on this path is the spiritual guide motivation and power to accomplish comes
from loving allah only as sultan bahoo has famously said only allah everything other
than allah is lust the names allah and mohammad ism e allah zaat and ism e mohammad
are sustenance which strengthen the very soul of man after all it is the journey of
soul deep respect embedded in the heart for the family of prophet mohammad peace be
upon him is like noah s arc and the sacred companions are guiding stars the
mohammadan assembly is the determining factor declaring one worthy to embark on the
quest of sufism or to demote or worse to forever halt wolves brigands and the
negative powers that drive one away are satan innerself an nafs and the mortal world
sharia is the door into this esoteric world this journey of gnosis has its own set of
guidelines these can come in the form of inspiration unveiling waham inward
conversation with hoo ھ و and ilm e dawat communication with sacred souls of shrines
this book is all and more a must read for every spiritual traveller for online
reading please visit sultan ul faqr publications com contact 923224722766 sultanbahoo
sultanularifeen sultanulashiqeen imamhusainandyazid sufismthesoulofislam
propheticwayofpurgationofinnerself themohammadanreality thespiritualrealityofsalat
thespiritualrealityoffast thespiritualrealityofzakat thespiritualrealityofhajj
thespiritualguidesofsarwariqadriorder sultanulfaqr fakir faqr
theperfectspiritualguide thedivinerealityofismeallahzaat
purificationofinnerselfinsufism sultanulashiqeenbooks sultanmohammadnajiburrehman
shamsulfuqara shamsularifeen risalaroohisharif qurbedeedar nurulhuda kaleedultauheed
ameerulkaunain sufism haqbahoosultan bahoosultan haqbahusultan sultanbahu bahusultan
hazratsultanbahoo hazratsultanbahu sakhisultanbahoo sakhisultanbahu

A Treasury of Sufi Wisdom 2018-11-06

the origin of sufism self criticism reflection privacy and seclusion heart hope or
expectation asceticism people follow the sufi path when they sense that islam has a
deeper dimension the resulting self purification leads to this inner dimension of
islamic rituals a deeper understanding of the divine acts and a greater knowledge and
love of him after this god draws the novice to himself with the help of a spiritual
guide the novice begins the life long journey back to god this continual process of
spiritual development along a path of the innate human poverty helplessness and
powerlessness before god is undertaken in the knowledge that everything comes from
god each novice does what is necessary to grow spiritually and god bestows the
appropriate blessings and stations the highest aim of creation and its most sublime
result is belief in god the most exalted rank of humanity is knowledge of god the
most radiant happiness and sweetest bounty for jinn and humanity is love of god
contained within the knowledge of god the purest joy for the human spirit and the
purest delight for the human heart is spiritual ecstasy contained within the love of
god indeed all true happiness pure joy sweet bounties and unclouded pleasure are
contained within the knowledge and love of god and sufism is the school where people
can realise the highest aim of creation

The Nature of the Sufi Path 2020-10-30

sufism through the eyes of a legal scholar in the requirements of the sufi path the
renowned north african historian and jurist ibn khaldūn applies his analytical powers
to sufism which he deems a bona fide form of islamic piety ibn khaldūn is widely
known for his groundbreaking work as a sociologist and historian in particular for
the muqaddimah the introduction to his massive universal history in the requirements
of the sufi path he writes from the perspective of an islamic jurist and legal
scholar he characterizes sufism and the stages along the sufi path and takes up the
the question of the need for a guide along that path in doing so he relies on the
works of influential sufi scholars including al qushayrī al ghazālī and ibn al khaṭīb
even as ibn khaldūn warns of the extremes to which some sufis go including practicing
magic his work is essentially a legal opinion a fatwa asserting the inherent validity
of the sufi path the requirements of the sufi path incorporates the wisdom of three
of sufism s greatest voices as well as ibn khaldūn s own insights acquired through
his intellectual encounters with sufism and his broad legal expertise all this he
brings to bear on the debate over sufi practices in a remarkable work of synthesis
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and analysis an english only edition

Sufism-The Soul of Islam 2004

the first textbook of sufism is the qur an there is no principle of tasawwuf that
cannot be traced back to the holy book the sufis read the qur an for its inner
meaning but they do not claim this is the only meaning the clear legal rulings the
moral exhortations and warnings of the book are not abrogated by the batini tafsir
inner exegesis of the sufis but neither can the noble qur an be limited to its legal
and moral dimensions if all the seas were ink for the tafsir of the qur an they would
be exhausted twice over before all its meanings were unveiled inner and outer co
exist within the book depend upon each other and inform each other in the words of
the surah ha mim sajdah i will show them my signs on the horizons and in their own
souls until they are satisfied that this is the truth is it not enough for you that i
am witness over all things q 41 53 the sufi path insha allah has the power to place
one in the near presence of allah a presence which whether or not we are always
conscious of it alchemizes the heart the changes the heart undergoes by the power of
this presence have been recorded by the sufis over many centuries and some of the
operative laws behind these changes discerned and defined this book contains only one
small drop from that vast ocean of knowledge it attempts to define a number of the
spiritual states and transformations of the self often encountered over the course of
the path but as the author s own shaykh reminds his followers in reality there is
only one state allah this is simply the best and most profound book on sufism that i
have encountered andrew harvey author of the hope a guide to sacred activism charles
upton is a serious thinker from whom i have learned much his writing merits close
attention huston smith author of the world s religions this challenging book demands
all our attention and for those willing to make the effort there is much to be
learned charles upton has pondered deeply the themes he examines he has engaged not
just intellectually but with his heart in the alchemy that transforms the self you
may well keep this book at hand to be tasted from time to time comparing the steps of
this spiritual traveler to your own kabir helminski mevlevi shaikh and sufi author
charles upton is an oasis of spirituality in a parched desert of secularism in a
world desiccated by materialism greed envy and egotism where virtues are viewed as
vices and vices as virtues day and night on the sufi path provides desperately needed
access to a soul saving spiritual source well versed in the inner and outer
dimensions of islam upton exemplifies the balance between the esoteric and the
exoteric his sufism while sublime is rooted in the realities of our time john andrew
morrow author of the covenants of the prophet muhammad with the christians of the
world in day and night on the sufi path charles upton provides us with a lucid
glimpse of one of the spiritual paths to god in islam classical sufi teachings on the
soul spiritual practice states and stations and potential dangers are discussed with
eloquence and rigor in a manner that is true to the tradition and relevant to the
time we are in this work is at once philosophical and poetic systematic and with
flashes of original inspiration that can only come from someone conversant in both
the theoretical and practical dimensions of tasawwuf it is a faithful reflection of
the divine light that has captured the author s attention and may help to illuminate
the path for others zachary markwith author of one god many prophets the universal
wisdom of islam

Key Concepts in the Practice of Sufism 2024-09-10

this book provides an introduction to he ancient stream of wisdom embodied by sufism
that pir vilayat was able to impart to students around the world it is also a
description always concrete often humorous of the mystical path that philip gowins
himself has pursued over the years with many examples and exercises it shows us how
we can practise the spiritual life ourselves

The Requirements of the Sufi Path 2008

pir vilayat is the head of one of the mystical movements in the west the sufi order
international sufism began as the mystical wing of islam similar to the role of
kabbalah in judaism this work is not just for sufis however it is for anyone seeking
to deepen their spirituality in it readers will learn the key to transformation
moving beyond their own personal point of view to something larger the author calls
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this shift thinking like the universe

The Pearl of Sufism 2015-06-14

the one who tastes knows the one who tastesnot knows not close the shop of
argumentand open the teahouse of experience with these words the reader is invited
into the sufi tea house of experience where sufi teacher pir netanel miles yépez
offers us an elegant and accessible tour of sufi teachings and practices for all
tastes full of parables and practical examples pir netanel tells the story of sufism
and introduces us to the sufi path of love and the sufi path of knowledge as well as
sufi meditation practices and the inner life of sufism and the struggles we sometimes
encounter there whether reading about sufism for the first time or an experienced
practitioner you will find something in the teahouse to inform surprise and delight
you

Day and Night on the Sufi Path 2009

an unparalleled exploration of sufism as it is practised around the world describing
meetings with today s enlightened teachers as well as including wonderfully inspiring
translations of the great sufi masters of the past ultimately this book acts as a
guide to the sufi path and offers wise insight into the meaning and purpose of life a
compelling view of sufi history together with vivid personal remembrances of living
mystics this is an inspiring and at the same time beautifully subtle book with light
filled insights on every page saadi shakur chishti author of the sufi book of life
the sufi path described in this book leads the seeker past ordinary states of
consciousness towards a new experience of infinitude that is the source of the
universe in this stage there is no duality or otherness but instead infinitude the
original oneness from which all dualities and attributes emanate the book is at once
an autobiography a didactic treatise and a literary opus full of wonderful
translations of the words of earlier sufis as well as the author s own poetry it
describes shaykh fadhlalla haeri s life quest to connect today s world with classical
times especially through his meetings with enlightened sufis all over the globe
shaykh fadhlalla haeri also addresses profound sufi teachings concerning the nature
of humankind the cosmos and god using clear and simple language to address difficult
doctrinal issues as only a master who has digested fully such knowledge could do the
book also reveals much about the present day islamic world where despite the
tragedies that are to be seen everywhere tradition and spirituality survive this is a
metaphysical and spiritual guide to the sufi path that ultimately offers insight into
the meaning and purpose of life

Journey Through Ten Thousand Veils 1999

kernel of the kernel is an authoritative work on sufism from a shi i perspective that
is not only fascinating but also contains much practical advice in addition to
providing a theoretical discussion of spiritual wayfaring it is also the account of a
personal fifty year spiritual journey by sayyid muḥammad Ḥusayn Ṭabāṭabā ī a renowned
iranian shii scholar and spiritual master in kernel of the kernel Ṭabāṭabā ī
discusses the doctrinal foundations of spiritual wayfaring as well as processes and
stages that an aspiring wayfarer must go through in order to attain spiritual
realization he discusses the relation between the exoteric and esoteric aspects of
islam and clearly demonstrates that these inward and outward dimensions of islam
complement each other the book also provides information on the quranic origins of
sufism and its special relations with shi ism as well as the role of shi i imams in
the spiritual realization of a sincere wayfarer

Sufism - A Path For Today : The Sovereign Soul 1990

this book is written on sufism its way of human s mysterious connection to god also
the book focuses on need of sufism to the current world application of sufi s path in
psychophysical human life
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Thinking Like the Universe 2017

a renowned sufi shaykh synthesizes his wisdom of the sufi path for knowing loving god
specifically for the western reader this study of sufism serves as a guide for
finding your purpose acting according to it to the sufi actions thoughts feelings
spoken words all transmit vibrational patterns which produce reactions in the
universe the goal is to understand which reactions please the creator as opposed to
one s ego the sufi route to this goal is via the heart for love is the medium of
unity necessary for a connection between a person the divine the book discusses the
practices that open a student s inner organs of perception to an expanded world of
radiance which is normally unseen the shaykh serves as the guide protector on this
journey the book clearly describes the responsibilities of both the shaykh the sufi
student the ultimate goal of the sufi path is the purification of one s heart a
process known as surrender i e the achievement of complete mastery over the selfish
urgings of ones egoistic nature intention sincerity are the springboards of the
surrender process the inner aspect which gives meaning to our outer deeds

The Elements of Sufism 2020-05-15

book summary of glory of freedom sufis the people of the path vol ii ch 18 in this
compilation osho talks about the seven valleys there was a great sufi master one of
the greatest in all ages he says on the path of human growth from man to god from man
the potential to man the actual from possibility to reality there are seven valleys
these seven valleys are of immense importance try to understand them because you will
have to pass through those seven valleys everybody has to pass through those seven
valleys the other seven chapters of the book are 2 diamonds regained 3 here now this
4 earth and sky apart 5 layer upon layer 6 an eternal recurrence 7 full emptiness 8 a
holiday from sanity

Sufism 2018-09-18

this collection of articles by artists philosophers psychologists and social
scientists explores the sufi tradition and its best known teacher rumi a 13th century
poet jurist and philosopher setting aside the standard account of rumi as a poet of
mystic love these contributors view his writings in a historical context
investigating sufism s ties to islam and the teachings of the prophet mohammad and
tracing rumi s influence on persian and turkish literature the reasons why sufism has
transcended national boundaries and sectarian strife so successfully are also debated
and several contributors recommend the sufi message of faith love and tolerance as a
useful common ground for dialogue between religious groups

In the Teahouse of Experience 2012-02-01

this new anthology draws on the rich literary and artistic heritage of the sufi
tradition including the poetry of rumi to produce a volume full of insight into
spritiual identity love and the path to self fulfillment

Sufi Encounters 2017-12-08

ibn abbad of ronda 1332 1390 wrote to his friends in fez from the small moroccan town
of sale here are selections of his letters dating from 1365 to 1375 blending the lay
movement of his time and the sufi traditions of his past into a fresh spirituality

Kernel of the Kernel 2000

an exploration of the profound sufi practice of itlak yolu examines the three main
facets of this practice zikr or breathing exercises fasting and mental suffering
shares new sufi parables the sayings of sufi master hasan lutfi shushud and rumi s
philosophy on annihilation of the self reveals how once the self is annihilated
higher levels of perception are reached in this exploration of the profound spiritual
practice of itlak yolu the sufi path of annihilation nevit ergin examines the three
main facets of this path zikr or breathing exercises fasting and mental suffering
sharing experiences and discussions with hasan lutfi shushud renowned sufi saint and
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final guide of gurdjieff s disciple j g bennett the author illustrates how suffering
the searing fire of contrition is the most effective instrument of spiritual progress
for it is suffering that burns the self he explains how faithful practice of zikr and
fasting will bring on this kind of suffering when the student is ready and will make
the suffering tolerable he shows how once the self is annihilated higher levels of
perception take hold and one finds oneself on the path to sainthood and immortality
interwoven throughout with sayings by shushud sufi parables and poems by rumi ergin
shares the unique itlak perspective on the major questions of every seeker the true
nature of love and religion life and death and other major spiritual questions the
book also includes an essay on annihilation and absence in rumi s philosophy and
biographical portraits of hasan lufti shushud by other aspirants who met with him

Islamic Mysticism 2021-08-05

first of its kind publication promotes a spiritual dialogue between christian and
muslims

The Sun Will Rise in the West 2021-06-21

Glory Of Freedom (Sufis : The People Of The Path, Vol -
Ii, Ch 1-8) 2007-05-01

Seasons of Transformation 2001-10-29

Rumi And His Sufi Path Of Love 1986

The Wisdom of Sufism 2014-04-04

Ibn ʻAbbād of Ronda 2002

The Sufi Path of Annihilation

Paths to the Heart
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